
 The David Richmond 
Room
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David Richmond was born to the residence of 
Greensboro North Carolina. Where he was born in a 
family to Mr. and Mrs. Richmond. He grew up in East 
White Oak Community, were he was well known  for 
hanging out with the older crowd like his older 
brother. David Richmond attended Dudley High 
School in 1955, were he was most popular for his 
outgoing and athletic personality. After graduating 
in 1959, he went to North Carolina Agricultural and 
technical State University. Where he studied and 
majored in Business Administration and Accounting. 



While growing up in the Mid 1900’s David Richmond 
was always an activist for Civil Rights. While his family 
was many times threatened for his stance on Civil 
Rights,  he continued his activism. Moreover  at the 
University of North Carolina A&T his passion for Civil 
Rights were cultivated because here there were other 
activist that stood for the same rights he did. While 
attending A&T he and three other young men stepped 
beyond the boundaries of the deep south's Jim Crow 
laws. He exceeded these boundaries by sitting-in at 
the segregated Woolworth counter on February 1, 
1960. Here he became an legacy. 
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On December 7, 1960, Mr. David Richmond 
passed away and was buried in his home town 
of Greensboro North Carolina. Therefore in 
memory of not only a memorable person but a 
legacy was the David Richmond Room 
dedicated. The room is designed in a museum 
style astatic, of about 400 square feet. As you 
walk into the space, the early history of David 
Richmond is outlined there. As one continues 
around the space, a section is reserved for  the 
history of the Civil Rights movement, which is 
designed in the form of a timeline. Continuing 
around he space , beyond this point February 1, 
1960 is highlighted being this is the day in which 
the sit-in movement took place. After this there 
is a wall dedicated to his certificates and metals 
as well as awards in which he received. 



Because this exhibit was done for East White 
Oak Community center, where David Richmond 
played as a boy. It was decided that the exhibit 
would be for children within the  grades of 3rd 
and  4th. Hence there was a lot of color in the 
space and elements in the space which were 
interactive for the children, Also in the space 
there was a thought of a replication of the 
segregated Woolworth counter in order to 
allow the children to take a seat in the place of 
a legacy. 
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Within the final design of the space, it was decided 
that the walls would hold the story or graphics 
versus the text. Therefore I designed the base 
color for the wall to be a clear sky which then 
turns into a night sky. This detail represents life 
being the clear blue sky and death being the night 
sky. Along with this feature there is a scroll or 
newspaper clipping representing written history. 
Aside from the graphics in the space, there is a 
design for the interactive portion of the exhibit, in 
which children are to match the date with the 
name of the event which took place.



As you enjoy the graphics of the space , one is 
literally overtaken in motion and captured by 
the David Richmond Story. In fact it was 
decided that we called the beginning of the 
exhibit His Story, literally meaning his story ; 
yet  Mr. David Richmond has written history in 
every book that will ever exist about 
American history. 



faith. ramsey.


